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Facial appearance has essential consequences in various social interactions. Previous studies have shown that
although people can perceive a variety of impressions from a face, these impressions may form from a relatively
small number of core dimensions in the psychological impression space (e.g., valence and dominance). However,
few studies have thus far examined which facial shape features contribute to perceptions of the core trait
impression dimensions for Asian female faces. This study aimed to identify the commonalities between various
facial impressions of Japanese female faces and determine the facial shape components associated with such
impressions by applying geometric morphometric (GMM) analysis. In Experiment 1 (Modeling study), Japanese
female faces were evaluated in terms of 18 trait adjectives that are frequently used to describe facial appearance
in daily life. We found that Japanese female facial appearance is indeed evaluated mainly on the valence and
dominance dimensions. In Experiment 2 (Validation study), we confirmed that all the trait impressions were
quantitatively manipulated by transforming the facial shape features associated with valence and dominance. Our
results provide evidence that various facial impressions derived from these two underlying dimensions can be
quantitatively manipulated by transforming facial shape using the GMM techniques.
1. Introduction

Facial appearance is one of the salient sources of personal information
that strongly affects various social interactions. People judge socio-
demographic characteristics such as gender, ethnicity, and age from
facial appearance with high accuracy [1, 2] and form various trait im-
pressions based on it without conscious effort [3]. People often believe
that some internal traits or personality aspects can be inferred from facial
appearance [4], though this is not necessarily accurate [5, 6]. Never-
theless, facial impressions have essential social consequences in
wide-ranging social interactions, including mate choice [7], hiring de-
cisions [8], elections [9, 10, 11], and even science communication [12].
Given these real-life consequences, psychologists have tried to investi-
gate various aspects of facial appearance such as attractiveness, trust-
worthiness, dominance, and competence and to identify which facial
features make a face attractive, dominant, or socially desirable [13, 14,
15]. Perceptions of these facial impressions are widely shared across
wabata).
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different populations and cultures [16, 17, 18, 19], and the ability to
form such impressions can be acquired early in development [20, 21, 22],
indicating the universal and inherent nature of such perceptions.

Although people can perceive a variety of impressions from a face,
these impressions are often highly correlational [13, 14, 16, 23]. For
example, attractiveness positively correlates with trustworthiness,
whereas dominance positively correlates with threat and masculinity
[14]. This raises the possibility that there are commonalities behind a
variety of facial impression evaluations. In other words, facial impres-
sions may form from a relatively small number of dimensions in the
psychological impression space [13]. In the past decade, independent
studies have identified some fundamental dimensions underlying several
types of facial impressions [13, 14, 16, 24]. An early study performed
principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce a wide variety of facial
trait ratings (e.g., trustworthiness, dominance, competence, attractive-
ness) to a small number of orthogonal dimensions, demonstrating that
only two impression dimensions, valence (emotionally negative-positive)
tember 2020
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and dominance (obedient-dominant), are enough to account for over 70%
of different facial impressions [14]. The authors argued that valence is
thought to reflect whether the person's intentions are emotionally posi-
tive or negative toward the perceivers (e.g., approachability, trustwor-
thiness, and attractiveness), whereas dominance is thought to reflect the
person's ability to act upon those intentions (e.g., dominance, threat, and
masculinity) [14]. From an evolutionary psychology perspective, valence
could relate to recognizing reliable cues of mate value and reproductive
success [25], while dominance could predict physical strength [26, 27].
Similar results were independently obtained by later studies that iden-
tified three core dimensions, approachability, dominance, and youthfu-
l-attractiveness, and indicated that various facial impressions may be
derived from these dimensions [16, 28].

These core dimensions of the psychological impression space have so
far mainly been examined in Western perceivers' impressions of Cauca-
sian faces, except for one recent cross-cultural study that found sub-
stantial cross-cultural agreement in some dimensions of Western and
Asian perceivers' impressions of Caucasian and Asian faces [16].
Impression dimensions such as approachability and youth-attractiveness
were found to be shared between Western and Asian raters, suggesting
that, even if perceptions of facial impressions are shaped by
culture-specific cues, the dimensions underlying various impressions can
function in similar ways across cultures [16]. This was the first study to
indicate the universality of impression dimensions, where ambient im-
ages, photographs that are highly different in aspects such as lighting,
angle, and facial expressions, were used. While the use of ambient images
is beneficial in capturing naturally occurring facial variations in everyday
life, well-controlled facial stimuli would enable the identification of
subtle features driving the principal dimensions of facial impressions.

One alternative facial metric is provided by geometric morphometric
(GMM) analysis. GMM is a powerful tool for demonstrating variations of
physical facial shape characteristics that are locally and globally associ-
ated with specific biological and psychological factors without imposing
any a priori constraints [29]. GMM is based on a multivariate analysis of
the Cartesian coordinates of facial landmark points and seeks to identify
and quantify the associations between the relative spatial positions and
the variables of interest. Using GMM analysis, previous studies have
quantified morphological cues to various impressions, such as attrac-
tiveness [30, 31, 32, 33], trustworthiness [34, 35], dominance [33],
aggressiveness [36], intelligence [37], and sexual dimorphism [38, 39].
These studies have demonstrated that different impressions are perceived
from the unique combination of multivariate facial features. For attrac-
tiveness, which is highly correlational to valence, faces with bigger eyes,
larger eyebrows, a mouth with upward-pointing corners, and a generally
extended and narrower shape are perceived as being more attractive
[33]. For aggressiveness, which is highly correlational to dominance,
faces with downturned eyebrows are perceived as more aggressive [36].

Faces vary along multiple dimensions, and these shape variations and
their combinations can induce different facial impressions. However, few
studies have thus far examined which facial shape features contribute to
perceptions of the core trait impression dimensions for non-Western
faces. Thus, we aimed to identify the commonalities in various impres-
sions of Japanese female faces and the facial shape components associ-
ated with such dimensions by using GMM analysis. In the present study,
we collected photographs of female faces and asked a different set of
participants, the female raters, to evaluate their facial impressions of the
photographs. We investigated which fundamental dimensions of facial
impressions could be obtained from Japanese female faces and compared
the results to those of previous studies [13, 14, 16] using PCA by eval-
uating facial impressions. In this analysis, we investigated the relation-
ships between the facial shapes of the photographs and the resulting
facial impressions. Second, we performed landmark-based GMM anal-
ysis, which can statistically analyze and visualize the shape information
of anatomical structures to correlate the main dimensions of facial im-
pressions (Modeling study). Finally, we validated the GMM results using
a rating experiment in which independent raters indicated their
2

impressions in response to composite facial images made as a function of
the dimensions revealed by the GMM (Validation test).

2. Experiment 1: modeling study

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants
Twenty-four Japanese female participants were recruited as raters

through a research company (mean age ¼ 49.00, SD ¼ 5.98, range
40–58). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
were naive to the purpose of the study. All participants provided written
informed consent. The protocols of the study were in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the ethics committee of
Keio University.

2.1.2. Acquisition of facial photographs
We collected frontal photographs from 102 models who were ethni-

cally Japanese females (mean age ¼ 41.74, SD ¼ 8.84, range 30–64),
none of whom were raters, recruited from the research company, and
gave their written informed consent. Acquisition of facial photographs
was approved by the ethics committee of Keio University. All models
were naive to the purpose of this study. All photographs were taken using
a digital reflex camera (Canon EOS 7D) with a 128 mm lens, electronic
flash, and reflection screen on a white background. To obtain natural and
non-smiling expressions, the models were seated and viewed a screen on
which neutral images from the International Affective Picture System
[40] were presented at a distance of 4 m. The camera was positioned in a
hole in the screen at approximately the models' eye height. We chose to
avoid facial cosmetics, accessories, and other facial decorations as much
as possible. For the rating experiment, the photographs were masked to
obscure hair and clothes, and their image size was reduced to a rectangle
of 307 � 384 pixels.

2.1.3. Image ratings
For composing scales to rate facial impressions in the experiment, we

conducted preliminary investigation as follows. Initially, five individuals
(two women and three men) made a list of Japanese adjectives related to
attitudes, feelings, personality, and values concerning female facial im-
pressions. A total of 78 adjective items were listed, including sutekina
(corresponding to ‘lovely’ in English), seijitsuna (conscientious), jir-
itsushita (autonomous), irokenoaru (amorous), and so on, and then we
asked 62 women to select 15 items based on which they care about how
others see themselves and to select 15 items based on which they want
others to see, using a paper survey. Each participant was allowed to select
the same items between these two types of selection. Based on the results
of this survey, we selected the following Japanese items to rate female
facial impressions in the order of the amounts of selections, taking into
account the two main indicators of valence and dominance: ikiiki (cor-
responding to ‘lively’ or ‘agile’ in English), iraira (irritated), kawaii
(cute), kirei-na (beautiful), keizaiteki-ni-yoyu-ga-ari-sou (financially fit/
rich), kokoro-ga-hiro-sou (open-minded), sabasaba-shi-te-sou (not
niggled), shakoteki-na (sociable), johin-na (graceful), seiketsukan-ga-ari-
sou (fresh/clean), tano-shi-sou (cheerful), tayo-ri-ni-nari-sou (reliable/
trustworthy), chiteki-na (intelligent/knowledgeable), tsukare-te-i-sou
(tired), ningenmi-ga-ari-sou (humanly), hana-shikake-yasu-sou
(approachable), mawa-ri-ni-naga-sa-reyasu-sou (easily influenced), and
rin-to-site-iru (dignified).

In this experiment, the 24 raters individually viewed the set of 102
female faces presented on a laptop computer (ASUS VivoBook X200CA)
at a 1366 � 768 spatial resolution from a distance of approximately 40
cm. They rated their impressions of the faces on a visual analog scale
ranging from 0 (least) to 100 (most) positioned beneath each image. The
images were presented until participants made their responses. The order
of the faces was fully randomized, and the order of impressions to be
rated was counterbalanced across participants.
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2.1.4. Geometric morphometric analysis
Using GMM, we tried to identify the facial configurations associated

with the perceived dimensions underlying a variety of impressions. The
GMM analysis comprised a multivariate statistical analysis of facial
shape. First, to represent the facial shapes of the Japanese female faces, a
total of 72 landmarks (including 36 semilandmarks) [41] placed on each
face were digitized using tpsDig2 software (version 2.26) [42] and vec-
torized in two-dimensional space. The landmark locations on the faces
were adopted from previous studies [34, 41], in which landmarks are
represented as points that are geometrically homologous in different
individuals while semilandmarks denote curves and outlines. For precise
localization of the landmarks, two independent technical collaborators
with no knowledge of the purpose of the study placed the landmarks
manually. To make sure the landmarks the collaborators placed were
consistent, we calculated a 2D correlation coefficient for each face, and
extremely high positive correlation coefficients were obtained (average r
¼ 0.99, range ¼ [0.997–0.999]). Therefore, the average positions of the
two collaborators' landmarks were used in the analyses. In addition, 36
semi-landmarks were slid by tpsRelw software (version 1.65), and the 66
landmark configurations were symmetrized by averaging each configu-
ration with its relabeled reflection [33, 39, 43]. All the landmark and
semi-landmark configurations were subsequently superimposed by
generalized Procrustes analysis in the tpsRelw to standardize the face size
and optimize rotation and translation, thereby minimizing the distances
between corresponding landmarks. Next, a principal component analysis
(PCA) was carried out to translate the original shape coordinates (i.e., 72
superimposed landmark coordinates per face) into orthogonal principal
components (i.e., a total of 101 PCs). We then selected the first 14 PCs,
which accounted for more than 95% of the face variation. To identify any
statistically significant associations between face impression dimensions
and facial shapes, we performed a permutational multivariate regression
analysis of variance using distance matrices with 9,999 permutations
implemented in the adonis function of Vegan in R (Version 3.5.1)1. We ran
a multiple multivariate regression with the 14 facial shape PC scores as
the response variable and with the facial impression scores extracted via
PCA for facial impression ratings as the explanatory variables; these are
explained in detail later.

2.2. Results & discussion

2.2.1. Commonalities among the 18 facial impressions
We analyzed the various impression ratings to identify the com-

monalities among the 18 facial impressions. In the first step, we calcu-
lated Cronbach's alphas for all impression ratings, confirming that all 18
ratings were highly reliable across participants (all Cronbach's alphas
>.77). The mean ratings across participants were then computed and
used thereafter. In the second step, we entered the mean 18 facial
impression ratings for the 102 faces into PCA. The first principal
component (PC1) accounted for 73.8% of the variance, and the second
(PC2) accounted for 8.7% (Figure 1). Although the rest of each PC
accounted for less than 6.5% of the variance, we took the first two PC into
account hereafter. The PC loadings of all the impressions are shown in
Table 1. From the observation that emotionally positive valence ratings
(e.g., lively, sociable, intelligent, etc.) had positive loadings and emotion-
ally negative valence ratings (e.g., irritated, tired, and easily influenced)
had negative loadings on PC1, this component can be interpreted as an
emotional valence dimension. Likewise, as the ratings of fresh, graceful,
and dignified had positive loadings and cheerful, humanly, and open-
minded had negative ones on PC2, it can be interpreted as a dominance
dimension. In the following section, we aimed to identify the facial shape
1 The “Adonis” function in R is used for partitioning distance matrices (i.e.,
facial shape matrix) among sources of variation and fitting linear models. Sta-
tistical significance was tested using a permutation test with pseudo-F ratios.
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components associated with the valence and dominance dimensions
obtained from the above-mentioned PCA.

2.2.2. Facial shape components associated with two underlying facial
impression dimensions

To identify the associations between facial shape components and the
two underlying facial impression dimensions, we performed multivariate
regression analysis for the first 14 PCs obtained from facial landmark
variations with the valence (PC1) and dominance (PC2) scores as inde-
pendent variables. This revealed significant relationships between
multivariate facial shape components and the valence dimension on the
one hand (F(1,101) ¼ 8.75, p < .001, R2 ¼ .08) and the dominance
dimension on the other (F(1,101) ¼ 2.73, p ¼ .01, R2 ¼ .02). These two
effects were still statistically significant even after controlling for the age
of the models (ps < .05). Figure 2 shows the visualization of shape
regression on the valence and the dominance dimension.

3. Experiment 2: validation test

To validate the GMM results, we created shape-transformed average
faces along the valence and dominance dimensions. We tested whether
transforming the facial shape components associated with the valence
and dominance dimensions would change the impressions evaluated
using the 18 adjectives.
3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants
Twenty-six Japanese female participants were recruited from Keio

University. None of the participants took part in the Modeling study
(mean age¼ 21.76, SD¼ 1.50). All participants had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision and were naive to the purpose of the study. The pro-
tocols of the study were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki
and were approved by the ethics committee of Keio University.

3.1.2. Stimuli
We created nine versions of morphed average faces from the 102

models that differed in the valence (negative [-3SD] vs. neutral [0SD] vs.
positive [þ3SD]) and dominance dimensions (non-dominant [-3SD] vs.
neutral [0SD] vs. dominant [þ3SD]) by unwarping each of the original
average face images along each of the transformed target landmark
configurations (Figure 3) using tpsSuper (version 2.05). The faces were
presented as 600 � 800 images on an LCD display with a 1920 � 1080
resolution and a vertical refresh rate of 60 Hz, and they were viewed at
60 cm from the display. The experiment was performed using Psychopy
(version 3.1) [44], a python library for conducting psychological
experiments.

3.1.3. Procedure
The participants were required to rate 18 impressions for the nine

versions of transformed average faces, including an original average face.
The 18 impression adjectives were identical to those used in the
Modeling study, and each was evaluated on a visual analog scale ranging
from 0 to 100. The rating task was divided into nine blocks, with one of
the nine faces presented for four seconds and the 18 impressions rated in
a row. The order of the nine blocks and 18 impressions was randomized
across participants.

3.1.4. Linear mixed effects model
The rating scores for each impression were analyzed with a linear

mixed effect model (LME) using the lmer function in the lme4 package for
R [45]. The valence and dominance dimension values (in SD) were
entered as within-subject factors and treated as continuous variables. In
the model, an intercept and random slopes for valence and dominance
dimension values were included in the participants predictor.



Figure 1. Biplot of the principal components extracted from PCA of 18 female facial impressions. Each dot represents a single female face.
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3.2. Results & discussion

Table 2 summarizes the regression coefficients of the LME model on
the 18 impression ratings. The p value <0.05 was considered statisti-
cally significant. Bonferoni correction for multiple comparisons was
applied dividing the p value by the number of comparisons made,
Table 1. PCA loadings of facial impression ratings.

Items to be rated

lively/agile

sociable

intelligent/knowledgeable

reliable/trustworthy

approachable

beautiful

financially fit/rich

dignified

open-minded

graceful

cheerful

humanly

cute

fresh/clean

not niggled

easily influenced

tired

irritated

Note. PCA loadings were calculated by the PCA applied to the facial impression ratin
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separately for the valence and dominance dimensions. All the regression
coefficients of valence were statistically significant (ps < .003), except
for humanly (p ¼ .11), whereas the regression coefficients of dominance
were statistically significant for all impressions except lively, cute,
financially fit, sociable, graceful, fresh, reliable, intelligent, tired, and digni-
fied (ps > .05).
PC1 PC2

0.25 -0.19

0.25 -0.15

0.25 0.24

0.25 -0.05

0.25 -0.25

0.25 0.25

0.24 0.22

0.24 0.32

0.24 -0.24

0.24 0.24

0.24 -0.31

0.23 -0.29

0.23 0.14

0.23 0.28

0.23 -0.04

-0.13 -0.33

-0.22 0.04

-0.23 0.32

gs that were aggregated across raters.



Figure 2. Female facial shape changes with the valence and dominance dimensions. Compared to the average female face (Middle), a facial shape with low valence/
dominance (Low) and one with high valence/dominance (High) are visualized. The extent of the changes is presented in SD units.
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To further examine what determines the extent to which valence and
dominance affect perceived impressions, we computed Pearson's corre-
lation coefficients between the PC loadings of the 18 impressions on the
valence and dominance dimensions and the LME regression coefficients
Figure 3. Female face images used in Experiment 2 (Validation study). The average
pendently unwarped along the valence and dominance dimensions. The nine versions
of 18 Japanese adjectives.

5

(Figure 4) with Bonferoni correction. The results showed that the PC
loadings on the valence dimension were positively correlated with the
regression coefficients of valencemanipulation (r¼ .91, t(16)¼ 8.90, p<
.001, 95% CI [0.78–0.97]), but they were not correlated with the
female image made from 102 models collected in the Experiment 1 was inde-
of faces at three valence and dominance levels were generated and rated in terms



Table 2. Regression coefficients of valence and dominance in LME.

Intercept Valence (PC1) Dominance (PC2)

lively/agile 46.86 6.55 *** -0.13

irritated 40.63 -3.51 *** 3.31 ***

cute 40.12 5.62 *** 1.06 *

beautiful 54.86 7.34 *** 1.87 ***

financially fit/rich 52.82 4.31 *** 0.51

open-minded 47.07 3.84 *** -4.42 ***

not niggled 54.91 2.37 ** 2.23 ***

sociable 51.98 5.80 *** -0.89

graceful 56.55 6.35 *** -0.02

fresh/clean 58.68 5.30 *** 0.43

cheerful 40.76 6.53 *** -1.73 **

reliable/trustworthy 54.40 6.17 *** -0.52

intelligent/knowledgeable 53.89 5.46 *** 1.49 *

tired 51.60 -6.13 *** -0.68

humanly 55.99 1.00 -2.58 ***

approachable 48.45 3.70 *** -3.78 ***

easily influenced 39.45 -3.49 *** -3.10 ***

dignified 53.70 7.45 *** 1.61 *

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
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regression coefficients of dominance manipulation (r ¼ -.08, t(16) ¼
-0.32, p ¼ .75, 95% CI [-0.53–0.40]). In contrast, the PC loadings on the
dominance dimension were positively correlated with the regression
coefficients of dominance manipulation (r ¼ .82, t(16) ¼ 5.82, p < .001,
95% CI [0.58–0.93]), but they were not correlated with the regression
coefficients of valence manipulation (r ¼ .16, t(16) ¼ 0.68, p ¼ .50, 95%
CI [-0.33–0.58]). These results indicate that the extent to which im-
pressions change by transforming the face along the valence and domi-
nance dimensions largely depends on how much each impression relates
to the two dimensions.
Figure 4. Pearson's correlation coefficients between the PC loadings of 18 impression
Each dot indicates an impression evaluated in terms of 18 Japanese adjectives.
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4. General discussion

This study aimed to identify the commonalities between various im-
pressions of Japanese female faces and determine the facial shape com-
ponents associated with the dimensions of these impressions by using
GMM analysis. In this study, Japanese female faces were evaluated in
terms of 18 impression adjectives that are frequently used to describe
facial appearance in daily life. We found that Japanese female facial
appearance is evaluated mainly in terms of two fundamental impression
dimensions: valence and dominance. Several previous studies on
s on the valence and dominance dimensions and the LME regression coefficients.
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Caucasian facial impressions have shown that these two fundamental
dimensions are robustly extracted from well-documented impressions
such as attractiveness, trustworthiness, dominance, and competence [13,
14]. Furthermore, one recent cross-cultural study showed the univer-
sality of psychological impression space between Western and Asian
perceivers [16]. The results from our study using common Japanese
adjectives [46], were consistent with the previous findings that valence
and dominance constitute the core impression dimensions. The use of
common adjectives is advantageous to having raters clearly understand
what it is they are evaluating. Indeed, the inter-rater reliability of all the
impressions in this study was substantially high, indicating that the
meaning of the adjectives was sufficiently understandable to all the
raters.

Valence accounted for 73.8% of the variance in all impressions in this
study, while dominance explained 8.7% of the variance. As such, almost
80% of all the impressions examined in this study were represented by
these two fundamental dimensions. These results were consistent with
previous research indicating that valence accounted for more than half of
the variance in a set of Caucasian computer-generated male facial im-
pressions [14]. Although the nature and number of the core impression
dimensions is still being debated, our results showed that at least valence
is a strong determinant of Japanese female facial impressions as well.

More importantly, we identified the facial shape components asso-
ciated with valence and dominance by using GMM, which enabled us to
relate the two with great precision and thereby reveal that both global
configuration and local parts on faces affect valence and dominance. In
particular, the valence dimension is characterized by structural features
resembling a smile, such as an upward curving mouth and upturned
eyebrows (Figure 1). These facial features signal whether to approach or
avoid a person [6, 14, 47]. Judging approachability, which is analogous
to valence, relies heavily on the shape of the mouth. As can be seen from
Figure 1, the corners of the mouth lift up as the valence-related facial
shape is exaggerated.

On the other hand, dominance is characterized by structural features
resembling an angry expression, such as lower inner eyebrows and
downturned corners of the mouth. Faces with such patterns are likely to
be evaluated as angry and dominant [14, 47]. Valence and dominance
may stem from adaptive responses to emotional expressions [48], as
people are likely to approach a smiling person and avoid a person with an
angry expression. Our GMM results support this view [6, 48]. Further-
more, the associations between facial components and the two impres-
sion dimensions were significant even after controlling for the age effect.
This suggests that facial shape cues to valence and dominance can be
isolated from aging cues [13].

Of particular note in this study is that we were able to quantitatively
manipulate each of the 18 impressions based on the GMM results. Indeed,
the validation test confirmed that facial shape transformation along the
valence dimension affected 17 of the 18 impressions, and the degree of
the effect was positively correlated with the PC loading of each impres-
sion onto the valence dimension. On the other hand, facial shape trans-
formation along the dominance dimension affected 8 of the 18
impressions, and the degree of the effect was positively correlated with
the PC loading of each impression on the dominance dimension. These
results provide evidence that the transformation of facial shape compo-
nents along the valence and dominance dimensions allows for the sys-
tematic manipulation of various impressions. That is to say, an arbitrary
facial impression can be manipulated predictably by simply calculating
how much the impression correlates with the valence and dominance
dimensions as indexed by the PC loadings of the impression. As indicated
in previous research, different impressions are highly correlational, so
identifying the commonalities between impressions can offer practical
benefits in manipulating facial impressions [14].

Despite some important findings in our study, there are several lim-
itations to consider. First, while we used many trait adjectives, some
commonly used in the study of Japanese facial impressions, to cover
diverse impressions, a large proportion of the variance in the impressions
7

was nevertheless explained solely by the valence dimension. As such, we
cannot conclude whether this suggests Japanese female facial impres-
sions are largely determined by the valence dimension or if the trait
adjectives in this study do not cover the entirety of the variations of
impressions for Japanese female faces. This might be partially because
our study targeted only female facial impressions by female raters, while
previous studies investigated both male and female faces [13, 14, 16].
Dominance-related impressions (e.g., dominance, masculinity, threat,
and aggressiveness) are well-documented as critical determinants of
male facial impressions [26, 27]. Although physical appearance (e.g.,
facial attractiveness) can be more important in women compared to men
[49, 50], male impressions should be similarly examined and compared
to the female ones [14, 33, 51]. Future studies should include both male
and female faces and cover impressions such as social dominance and
threat to gain a better understanding of the psychological impression
space. Another limitation lies in the fact that the age of the photographic
models and raters in Experiments 1 and 2 was unmatched. Although it is
known that perceptions of facial impressions are consistent even among
people of different ages [52], future studies should address whether the
rater's age has modulating effects on perceptions of facial impressions.
Despite these limitations, our findings provide important insights into the
social perceptions of Japanese female faces and establish GMM-based
parametric transformation of facial impressions.

A future approach of a GMM analysis on facial impressions will be
further developed by recent advances in facial image processing [53],
such as automatic facial feature detection [54] or computational models
leveraging a deep neural network [55, 56]. Although we targeted trait
impressions perceived from a static facial image in this study, yet newly
developed computational models allow for quantifying a dynamic aspect
of facial features (e.g., facial movements by expressing emotions) [57,
58]. Given that there is the interplay between the perception of facial
impressions and expressions [47], a more refined model that integrates
both static and dynamic aspects of facial shape driving the perception of
trait impressions contributes to a deeper understanding of how people
form impressions from facial appearance in the real world.

In conclusion, our study shows that first impressions of Japanese fe-
male faces are evaluated on the valence and dominance dimensions, and
that various facial impressions derived from these two underlying di-
mensions can be quantitatively manipulated by transforming facial shape
using the GMM techniques. This approach may lead to a deeper under-
standing of what facial features drive facial impressions through gener-
ating well-controlled facial images that vary in perceived impressions.
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